EES Totem
Entry/Exit System compliant
biographic and biometric
data acquisition for self-service
pre-enrolment.

High-quality biometrics, reduced footprint and intuitive traveller guidance
The EES Totem is the biometrically enabled solution that allows travellers to perform the Entry/Exit System
(EES) self-service pre-enrolment in a seamless, compliant and quick way.
Combining its reduced footprint with enhanced usability, the EES Totem is perfectly suited for the self-service
processes of document reading, biometric captures and answering to the questions to complete the workflow.
The EES Totem assists the traveller during the whole process, performing numerous automatic adjustments
and quality control checks. The result is the acquisition of biometric data in compliance with all the required
standards, such as face capture Entry/Exit System requirements and NIST version 2.0 for fingerprint images.
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EES Totem

Best quality for facial and fingerprints biometrics
EES Totem puts forward high-quality camera with automatic height adjustment, smart adaptive lighting and
robust anti-spoofing for best-in-market image quality and matching.

Integrated solution
The totem integrates with Orchestra platform taking advantage of its business process orchestration
features, such as the business rules management, remote real-time monitoring with Inspector application,
integration with external border management systems and watchlists, data security and privacy.

Superior user experience
This unique traveller interaction model delivers fast proactive traveller-centric adjustments, the best-in-class
interface and user friendly design.

Compact form factor
Given its reduced form factor, the Totem is ideal not only for large Airports but also for small terminals, land
and maritime border crossing points.
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